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Gerlinde Thomas

I have always enjoyed sketching, but my career as an IT marketeer for ICL, 
Computer Power, SPC, Sirius Technologies and WordPerfect coupled with 
family and life in general halted my creative expression.

It wasn’t until 2008 that I ventured into painting; starting with water colours 
and acrylics, then moving into Oils which I found to be more fluid.  I’ve 
always enjoyed portraiture and realised a true passion through painting.

In 2012, I embarked on this portraiture project based on members of the Blue 
Mountains arts community. This is an eclectic group of 29 accomplished and 
passionate artists including writers, photographers, printmakers, ceramists, 
sculptors, poets, wood carver, toy maker and sari designer. Some are well 
known and highly acclaimed, while others are happily working on their 
projects, in isolation and with very little exposure.  

My objective was to put a face to these artists and to showcase a small 
sampling of the amazing talent and passion that resides in the Blue 
Mountains, while at the same time honing my own skills as a painter. 

Without exception each ‘subject’ is remarkable, complex and creative. I 
enjoyed getting to know each of them, through the intimacy of painting and I 
hope to be able to communicate the essence of each artist within these works.
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Gerlinde Thomas
Photo Courtesy of Roslyn Elms
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Adams was born and grew up in UK. “One Christmas I was given a small 
Bakalite Box Brownie camera by my grandfather - starting a life-long passion 
for the medium – in a way, my profession and my passion became one and 
the same.”

On leaving school, Adams trained and worked as a tool-maker until, in 1966, 
he emigrated to Australia as ‘a ten Pound pom’. He later became an 
advertising art director in Sydney and New York. (1967-1982).

“By the early eighties advertising had become over-controlled by research and 
very dull, so I returned to my first love of photography and directing 
film” (1980 -1998). 

Between 1983 and the present time, Adams has worked on a mammoth 
project of photographing and interviewing great photographers from around 
the world – called ‘Who Shot That?’ The collection now numbers around 500 
photographers. He is currently in Europe and Iran adding to this collection.

In 2000, Adams moved to the Blue Mountains, where he still works as a 
photographer, graphic designer, publisher, sculptor and bespoke furniture 
maker.
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Peter Adams :  Oil on Canvas
Occupation:   Director, Photographer, Writer, Sculptor, Furniture maker
Art Form:    Photographer, Writer, Sculptor, Furniture maker
Portrait inspired by:  Unknown



The urgent need to act now for the conservation of our endangered fauna, and 
show to others the wonderful creatures we could lose forever, is the primary 
inspiration for me as an illustrator.

My predominant field is Natural History illustration principally using 
watercolour, although I'm also keen on the three dimensional challenge of 
paper sculpture.

My enjoyment of fine detail and small sculptural work was utilised in my 
work as a biological model maker with the Australian Museum in Sydney.

I have also worked as a finishing artist on the film Babe 2 and have illustrated 
for Australian Geographic, Weldon Owen Publishing, National Parks & 
Wildlife, Parenting Magazine, ANH Magazine, ABC Books, BMCC as well as 
many educational publications.

In 2011 my first book as author/illustrator, on endangered wildlife, (Count 
Them While You Can) was listed as an Eve Pownall Notable Book for 2011 by 
the CBCA and short-listed for the 2011 Wilderness Society Environmental 
Award for Children’s Literature.

A member of WIRES for 16 years, I cared for a variety of orphaned and 
injured wildlife. 
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Anne Bowman:   Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   IIlustrator, Author, Modelmaker
Art Form:    Watercolour, Paper sculpture, Biological model-making, Finished art for natural history  
    and film models, Writing
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



As a lifelong bushwalker and conservationist, my photography grew out of my 
love for the natural world. 

I’m deeply interested in natural processes, in the way that landscapes and 
ecologies change through growth, erosion and decay and how these processes 
create form and evoke power, wonder and the eternal.

Inspiration comes from emotional and aesthetic urges that are only semi-
conscious. Nature can be bewilderingly chaotic, so compositions are carefully 
chosen. Then comes the challenge of making an image that is strong and 
evocative, hopefully inspiring, and yet ‘true’ to the subject.  

Respecting and valuing the beauty, integrity and richness of nature is crucial 
to my purpose.

I often use digital equipment, but prefer to work in the old way with a view 
camera, tripod and large format film when I can.  This is slow and 
contemplative; it suits a quiet immersion in the rhythms of nature.
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Ian Brown:   Oil on Canvas  
Occupation:   Environmental Consultant
Art Form:    Nature photography
Portrait inspired by: Gerlinde Thomas



I became fascinated by photography after being given my first camera at 12. A 
photograph transcends time, preserving a moment forever, although 
everything changes the second after it is recorded.

Photography and writing have also become conduits to exploring other 
passions in life, including travel, classical music and cats. I’ve long been 
fascinated with the way cats interact with place and people and have explored 
these relationships around the world, including in my book Cats Of Sydney.

More recently, I’ve moved into script writing for documentaries, including 
two series of the program Classical Destinations, shown on SBS. This led to 
the co-authoring of a book about the great composers, written in conjunction 
with the English actor Simon Callow. For the third series of Classical 
Destinations I worked with the Welsh singer and TV presenter, Aled Jones.

Another great passion is Italy and, in particular, the many parts of Tuscany 
that most tourists don’t see, resulting in two exhibitions; one at the Acero 
Rosso Gallery in Sarteano, Tuscany; and at the ashcrofts artspace in 
Blackheath, NSW. 
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Paul Burrows:  Oil on Canvas  
Occupation:   Journalist, Photographer & Editor
Art Form:    Writing and Photography
Portrait inspired by:  Victoria Jefferys



I became captivated by food as a child while standing on a stool and helping 
my mother make brawn for our sandwiches. I’d  watch in awe as she cooked 
Sunday lunch after mass; with her red face over a roasting pan, frying 
potatoes in dripping, with Granny O’Dowd in her fox fur coat and cigarette 
holder perched between her perfectly painted red nails awaiting lunch - not to 
mention Granny Eda’s silky baked custards which were devoured on visits to 
uncle Hardy’s antique shop in town. 

Thus was the gestation of my love affair with food and my path as a cook was 
born. 

I began writing prose in my later years and in 2012 married my two great 
creative loves - cooking and writing in “consummate: 
food as i think it life as i eat it“

I have cooked and served the public in my own restaurants for almost 40 
years, the last 13 of which spent personally and professionally partnered with 
Corinne Evatt, chef at ashcrofts where we committed to emotionally, 
creatively and physically nourish ourselves and share this with others.
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Mary-Jane Craig:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Chef, Restaurateur
Art Form:    Author
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



Growing up in the Blue Mountains, performance and playing music have 
always been a part of my life, beginning with dance performance, and then 
moving on to playing musical instruments; mainly kit drums and guitar.  

It wasn't until my late twenties that I teamed up with a group of old mates 
and we started writing original rock music, which we perform mainly in local 
venues with other bands of a similar genre.

Writing songs gives me a unique and very satisfying way to express myself. 

Performing in a group provides a context for mate-ship, fun, socialising and 
stimulates a consistent and evolving creative process.

Moving to Melbourne I began my career in landscaping gaining my 
qualifications and developing skills in project management and 
administration before moving back to Katoomba where I commenced my own 
business: Peak Landscapes.

I have many musical influences in the pop, rock, & fusion genres including 
include U2, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Primus, Level 42, Rage Against The 
Machine, Jimi Hendrix, Cat Stevens and Live to name a few.
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Joshua Corne:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Landscape Gardener
Art Form:    Music creation and performance
Portrait inspired by:  Benjamin Swatton



Born in Nairobi, Kenya, I studied at the University of Nairobi, then 
Accounting at Flinders University of South Australia. My husband Mitchell 
and I moved to the Blue Mountains in 2001 and now operate an accounting 
business.

Encouraged by my mother, who owned her own Sari Blouse business in 
Nairobi, I was surrounded by the brilliant colours of hand woven silks and 
cottons decorated with fine geometric, floral and figurative ornaments or 
brocades.

With some 80 recorded ways to wear a Sari and even more ways of wearing 
sari blouses, I have always enjoyed observing the sophistication and flexibility 
of this dress. It is worn by women in their ordinary day to day life, and equally 
on formal occasions.  

Although I don’t have much time to indulge my passion for dressmaking, I 
always go back to the sewing machine to relax, experiment and enjoy the 
creative process.

I have made many of my own Sari Blouses and usually wear saris at weddings, 
engagements and very recently to our ‘local’ pub where it has been very well 
received.
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Sadhana Duncan: Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Accountant
Art Form:    Dress and Sari Blouse Maker 
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



I have always loved creating art, initially focusing on portraiture and 
rendering in pen and ink.  

It was not until the introduction of DSLR cameras that I gravitated towards 
photography. Art photography has subsequently become my passion. 
Rendering with a camera, gives me a great feeling of excitement that comes 
from the creation of images generated using my own unique perspective.

My inspiration is the gift of our world, it’s people, and its beauty, coupled with 
a passionate belief in a loving God is, I hope, reflected in my work. 

My desire is to bring into focus the wonders of the world, captured in 
moments which can be seen in beauty and colour, decay or stress, in larger 
landscapes, tiny macro’s or the expression and character of a portrait.  

I have enjoyed solo exhibitions including Lindsays Café in Faulconbridge 
(curated by Norman Lindsay Gallery) in 2012 & 2013 and participated at 
various exhibitions through the Blue Mountains Artists Network and have 
been recognised for my portraiture and landscape work.
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Roslyn Elms:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Logistics and Service Co-ordinator, Photographic Artist
Art Form:    Art Photography
Portrait inspired by:  Richard Elms



Before moving to the Blue Mountains in 1983, Dawn and I were candle 
makers living on Sydney's northern beaches and playing our guitars just for 
the love of it.

After settling in the mountains, Dawn took up the celtic harp and we found 
there was a demand for our music. We released three albums in 1987 and I 
won two songwriting awards for my anti-nuclear songs. 

We managed to earn a living and support our growing family through gigs 
and giving guitar and harp lessons at home. We also taught for the Mitchell 
Conservatorium of Music.

In 1998, Dawn was signed to ABC Music and released four albums which 
gained her two Aria Award nominations and gave her a permanent smile.

Since then, the years have rolled by in a blur of coloured leaves, winter gales 
and ageing friends. Our boys, Martin and Lachlan are now young men who 
share our love of music and both play guitar… carrying the music on...
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Dawn Egan, Martin Foote, Nigel Foote: Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:      Musicians
Art Form:       Folksinger/harpist, Guitarist, Singer, Songwriter, Guitarist
Portrait inspired by:     Tracey Campbell



I grew up in a musical household and began playing the guitar when I was 
eight; learning to play fingerpicking styles from my father. Everyone in my 
family plays guitar, so it's just a normal part of life at our place.  

My first performance at the age of ten was playing the Reverend Gary Davis's 
version of 'Candyman' to the assembly at Leura Public School, which was 
scary and exciting all at once! 

I then performed at the Winter Magic Festival in 2010 and 2011 with the 
Waratah School of Music band, 'Green Liquorice', and solo at Korowal 
School's 'Future Artist's Showcase' concert at the Clarendon Guesthouse.

Other performances include playing at a benefit concert organised to help 
save the Mechanic's Institute community hall in Lawson, plus performing a 
few times at our family's 'Full Moon Folk' nights at home, accompanying Lulu 
Levin-Skehill and Jack Fitzgerald-Sice.

I was lucky to go to Korowal School at a time when Kim Poole was the music 
teacher. Kim had a huge influence on me for which I will always be grateful.
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Lachlan Foote





My initial interest in the visual arts originated through my study and 
subsequent practice in architecture. This led me to study Visual Arts and a 
diploma in secondary visual art education.

My practice consists mostly of works on paper. This includes printmaking 
(lino and etching), ink and wash, collage, drawing and acrylic. I tend to work 
intuitively and make use of happy accidents. I enjoy manipulating materials 
and seeing how the introduction of collaged elements affects the artwork.

Ideas often originate from spiritual and emotional expressions of self, family 
and my love of still life.

Through my recently completed Master of Art Therapy, I have been able to 
use art to assist others in their emotional and psychological health. It has 
been encouraging to see the transformative effect that art can bring.
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Louise Fox:   Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Art Educator, Art Therapist, Artist
Art Form:    Works on paper: watercolour and ink, Collage and Printmaking
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



Much of my work is abstract, incorporating colour, light, texture and pattern; 
yet in reflecting details, I often use realist art background to zoom in with 
closeups that become abstract in isolation. 

As a Christian, I am concerned with how humanity responds to the beauty in 
creation and with reflecting spiritual ideas.  

With the Blue Mountains bushland as a backdrop my inspiration is evident; 
whether in the patterns of lichen, spring growth, scarred by bush fires or in 
rebirth, with the desire to reflect the spiritual parallel being foremost in my 
mind.

I am also passionate about encouraging others, young and older, to explore 
and experience creativity as a gift to be valued and nurtured.
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Jennifer Gardiner:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Art educator
Art Form:    Drawing, Painting, Paper Making, Printmaking
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



Dave Garner is a singer-songwriter based in the Blue Mountains. He has 4 CD 
releases to date: Nothin' In The Rearview (2000), One Degree Of Separation 
(2004), Hard Road Home (2007) and Tilt Toward The Sun (2012). He sings, 
plays guitar, mandolin and piano.

From my parents I inherited a deep love of music...Rod Stewart, Roy Orbison, 
Bruce Springsteen and Cat Stevens were all staples in my childhood. I started 
playing guitar when I was about 16 and quickly started writing songs. 
Developing a voice and writing about observations of the world around me, I 
am fascinated by what drives people emotionally and spiritually. 

I played in a number of cover bands but my own writing has became my 
focus. In 1995 I met Bruce Williams, a radio producer and audio engineer and 
struck a friendship with him that remains strong until this day. Together we 
would record songs that I had written that would eventually become my first 
album, ‘Nothin' In The Rearview’.

As I have gotten older, had relationships, become a father and led a life of 
observation, the greatest inspiration still is the emotional and spiritual 
journey of the people around me. The albums I have released serve as 
signposts to me of my journey, and how I have responded to the world in all 
its beauty and ferocity. I often wonder how I would have turned out without 
music as my guide, my outlet and often times my purpose.
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Dave Garner:   Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Bank Manager
Art Form:    Musician
Portrait inspired by:  Unknown



I found myself performing music late in life, starting with the guitar and 
quickly transitioning to the violin and recorder. This in turn lead me onto a 
path that offered little financially, but it sure did open doors I never would 
have expected.

The violin led me onto renaissance and medieval music and eventually into 
the realm of Balkan music. I have been blessed to have played with many 
accomplished performers from various cultures and nationalities, who helped 
in my musical development.

The clowning came unexpectedly. After enrolling my daughter into a course 
she didn’t want to attend, I enrolled and never looked back; developing an 
independent show that combined my love of music with my love of 
entertaining. 

It is thrilling to engage with young children and provides great satisfaction 
seeing a young face beaming with pure enjoyment.

When I’m not clowning I work as community Mental Health Clinician and 
find that the three areas of Music, Clowning and Counseling provide me with 
a rich and grounded sense of fulfillment. 
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Yuri Halay:   Oil on Canvas
Occupation:   Community mental health clinician, Entertainer
Art Form:    Entertainer, Musician and Clown
Portrait inspired by:  Warren Hinder



My career started as an apprentice electrician at Scenic World in 1964 and 
worked my way up to Managing Director in 1990 via a bit of nepotism.

I received a drum kit for my 60th birthday in 2005 and my need for lessons 
soon became apparent. Retiring in 2010, provided more time to play which 
also kept my mind and body active. I particularly enjoy jamming with other 
musicians finding it a great source of creative release and pleasure.

My other passion is ballroom dancing with my wife Peta. Rhythm and 
movement, in the form of drumming and dance, are ancient techniques for 
raising energy, inducing the ecstatic experience and weaving the web of 
community.

I play with Clarinetist Ian Mitchell, mostly swing era music, with some Latin 
pieces and more recently have been sitting in with the BUGS.

I also spend time researching the aerial Ropeway that was built to the Ruin 
castle in 1889; collapsing soon after. Fortunately (for me) when it collapsed, it 
was largely abandoned in situ, leaving lots of material to work with.
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Phil Hammon:   Oil on Canvas
Occupation:   Company Director/Retired
Art Form:    Music
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



It was at the age of five when I dug up fine red earthenware squishing it 
through my fingers and forming shapes that first hooked me. 

My first class started at Meadowbank Technical college, where Helen Gulliver 
encouraged me to undertake a 4 year certificate course, and Diploma at 
Brookvale Tech.

Over the years I have developed my own style and designs working in both 
stoneware and porcelain clays developing my own glazes and surface 
treatment.  
 
My birds have flown all over the world and my work features in several 
magazines and ‘Ceramics Today’; an American book that is a benchmark for 
galleries and art dealers around the world. 

In 2010 I collaborated with Adam Cullen, Archibald winner, on a body of 
plates and vases and produced a limited series of large slab pots with Jasper 
Knight.

I also love teaching pottery and run classes for individuals, corporate groups, 
hens parties and families. These classes are fun and a chance to promote the 
beauty of the original hand built piece that is treasured for a lifetime.
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Lyn Hart:    Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Clerical, Professional Potter and Teacher
Art Form:    Ceramic Artist
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



I started my passion for photography at school in the seventies with socials 
and weddings

Although my photography covers both portraiture and architecture, I have an 
ongoing passion and fascination for the beauty and complexity of the Blue 
Mountains flora, fauna and landscapes. This has inspired me to created a web 
site dedicated to the Blue Mountains www.bluemountainswalks.com.au

I am currently working on a Fine Art publication due to be launched this year 
on the beauty and grandeur, that is the Blue Mountains.

I am a real fan of Black and White imagery and its ability to engender a more 
engaging and interpretive experience.
             
I shoot both digital and B&W film and strive to obtain the shot in camera, I 
am not big on the digital reworking of images, I would just rather be out 
exploring the bush than sitting in front of a computer screen.

I  am inspired by the old and new landscape interpreters.  
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Warren Hinder:   Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Lithographer camera operator/Work for Fujifilm as Newspaper Specialist
Art Form:    Photographer Landscape and Portraiture
Portrait inspired by:  Kaiya Seaton



I started as a young kid pulling apart and restoring pushbikes and scooters, 
which then progressed to cars. My first car was a 1955 FJ Ute (which I found), 
then a 1955 Vee Dub, followed by a 1963 Jaguar. I then moved on to Hot Rods 
and completed a 1928 Pontiac which I still own.

Recently I renovated a 1950 bonded plywood caravan which we now use when 
traveling. My latest project is a rebuild of a 1936 Chevrolet Coupe Ute which 
should be completed this year.

I have found that Swap meets are a treasure trove for old parts and talking to 
like minded restorers. The internet has also been a saviour; using eBay to 
source parts, predominantly from the USA.

I am into my 27th year of teaching and currently head teacher at Bathurst 
TAFE; teaching high school disabled students in Carpentry which definitely 
keeps me on my toes.

I also teach Cert 4 in building which prepares students to obtain their 
builders license.

My love of building extends to furniture and renovating old houses.
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Michael Kavanagh:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   TAFE teacher, Builder
Art Form:    Rebuilding & Restoring old cars
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



Between 1980 and 1990, Paris was a freelance software designer, creating 
online children’s games for respected institutions such as the ABC, SBS, The 
British Council and Nickelodeon. This was followed by a decade of writing 
educational software, covering high school and university physics and 
chemistry curricula.

In 2001, the idea of writing another work based on the activities of a proton, 
or why it’s dangerous to try to go faster than the speed of light, started to pall 
and Paris abandoned software development to concentrate on his love of 
writing. To date he has written 8 novels and over a hundred short stories. 
Successful titles include, ‘Art and The Drug Addict’s Dog,’ ‘The Trouble With 
Daleks,’ and the controversially titled, ‘2,000 Jews Walk Into A Bar.’
 
Paris lives in Mount Victoria in the Blue Mountains with his wife, Diana and 
dog, ‘Gerry,’ a large, intellectual poodle, who, he claims, enjoys reading Proust 
- in the original French. He also has a son, Pepin, who, has an unhealthy 
interest in his inheritance.
 
His main aim in life is to live forever. 
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Paris Portingale:   Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Games Programmer, Video producer, Writer
Art Form:    Writing, Being an idiot
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



While a student of Lourdes Hill College in Brisbane, I felt a calling to enter 
the Sisters of the Good Samaritan. I have taught in Canberra, Melbourne, 
Japan and the slums of Sydney, moving to the Blue Mountains some 25 years 
ago.

During my 20 years as a Missionary in Japan, I began to experience the 
beauty of wood and love of photography. On my return to Australia, while 
working in the Nambour district, I chanced upon the Sunshine Coast Wood 
Carving Association and promptly joined. 

Since that time I have enjoyed working with wood. I have enjoyed trying to 
bring out the beauty of driftwood but my chief interest is in carving soft 
woods, especially Huon pine, camphor laurel and other soft woods.  This 
hobby has brought me great joy and I’m very grateful for this gift.

In keeping with my love of nature, my photography focuses on Australian 
landscapes and native flowers.

My aim is to arouse such reverence and love for our Australian native flowers 
and landscapes that we will do all they can to preserve and restore the beauty 
of our inheritance. 

I am currently working on my fifth book; “Working with Wood - from an 
Australian woman’s perspective.”
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Sr Jacinta Shailer:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Sister of the Good Samaritan
Art Form:    Wood Carving, Photography
Portrait inspired by:  Sr Therese Leydon



I have had a love of Art since Childhood.  

On leaving school, I become a Dental Nurse, which I do from time to time to 
supplement my income.  

I studied Art at a Tertiary Level over 7 years and in 1989 I started a mural 
Painting Business together with Rebecca Murray; Becsmart Murals.  

Murals work include Trompe-L’oiel and Frescos with themes including 
Fairies, Flowers, Nurseries and Nature.  

My Sculpture, Printmaking, Ceramics and Paintings are produced in my 
Studio in Bullaburra.  

For me Art is a way of Life.
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Patricia Smart:   Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Dental Nurse
Art Form:    Mural Artist, Printmaking, Ceramic Sculpture, Painting
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



I began my creative journey with a degree in Visual Arts from The City Art 
Institute followed by a diploma in Acting from NIDA.

For the next 15 years, I worked predominantly with The Sydney Theatre 
Company and have worked with many wonderful and talented people 
including Ruth Cracknell, Gordon Chater, Geoffrey Rush, Barrie Kosky and 
Michael Gow.

During this time I was also developing my skills as an artist.

The year 2000 was a turning point for me when I travelled solo to 
Amsterdam, Spain and Portugal where I was blown away by the art that I saw.

Upon returning to Australia, I decided to move to the Blue Mountains and see 
if I was any good as an artist. 

12 years later and living a somewhat reclusive life, I have grown from strength 
to strength with numerous exhibitions, mural work and private commissions.

This world makes sense to me. I love this life.

My art life is possible by living off the smell of an oily rag and working in local 
businesses.
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Rachel Szalay:   Oil on Canvas
Occupation:   Practicing Artist
Art Form:    Fine artist, Mural artist, Painting, Drawing
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



After training as a commercial artist, ironically, I spent twenty years working 
in Sydney in the music industry. Nonetheless, I did manage to produce a 
fairly constant stream of paintings and drawings and hold regular exhibitions 
in various galleries.

Two years after moving to the Blue Mountains in 1986, I was diagnosed with 
Parkinson’s disease and realised that, as a result, I would no longer be able to 
work professionally as an artist or musician. 

I therefore gradually embraced computer technology, initially simply as a 
means of notating my own musical compositions and arrangements.

This led to desktop publishing for other musicians and teachers, sparking an 
interest in digital graphics.

Nowadays, with the advent of affordable, good quality digital photography, I 
use my cameras and computers to create photographic and digital artworks, 
which I release in strictly limited editions.
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Trevor P. Tanner
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Trevor P. Tanner:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Artist
Art Form:    Digital Photography, Digital Art
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



Of Czech nationality, born in Sofia, Bulgaria, I came from a family and a 
country consumed by art and culture.  I studied Architecture in Prague and 
subsequently lived and worked in Italy, France, UK and Ireland before 
settling in Australia.

My passion for the theatre and puppetry started at the age of 10 when I 
created my own theatre.

The theatre integrates all the art forms I enjoy including writing, acting, stage 
design, special effects, scenery, props and costume design; having designed 
around 45 productions for drama opera and ballet.

My enthusiasm for tinplate toy creations started in 1980; designing and 
making fine limited edition collectors’ pieces, set to various scenes of my own 
design.

I have been privileged to exhibit at galleries around Australia, been profiled 
on television, exhibited at the Powerhouse Museum Discovery Centre and 
represented in the National Polytechnic Museum in Sofia, with some of my 
theatre work also being displayed at the National Museum of Wales.

I have joined the Katoomba Theatre Company as a stage designer -  
(scenography), puppet theatre production.
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John Tchervenka:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Stage designer - Scenography
Art Form:    Puppet Theatre, Tinplate toys, Automata, Sculpture, Drawing
Portrait inspired by:  Gerlinde Thomas



In 1976, I founded Animal Liberation in Australia and in 1980 co-founded 
Animals Australia with Peter Singer.

In 1990 I became managing trustee of an animal shelter in Jaipur, India and 
subsequently lived there with my husband Jeremy for the next 17 years. 
During this time Jeremy and I also founded two additional animal shelters in 
Kalimpong and Darjeeling, in the foothills of the Eastern Himalayas.

I have written and published poetry, short stories, articles, two novels and five 
non-fiction books; three of them in India.

During 2000 I began painting seriously with most of my work incorporating 
animal subjects. 

My work has also been used to illustrate some of my own published books and 
I’ve held five solo art exhibitions including one in India.

In 2007 Macmillan published my biography ‘Christine's Ark’, about my work 
in India.

I am concerned about the human propensity to eat animals, while at the same 
time claiming that they love them.
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Christine Townend:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Writer, Animal rights
Art Form:    Oil painting, Poetry
Portrait inspired by:  Jeremy Townend



I quickly got hooked on pottery some 25 years ago while taking lessons from a 
potter in Glebe. 

Having returned to pottery following a break due to the pressure of family, a 
university degree and work, I completed a TAFE certificate course in 
ceramics. I love the elemental factor of ceramics, working with earth, water 
and fire to produce beautiful things and find making pots very meditative, 
especially wheel work. 

As an ecologist, I am very influenced by the environment. I love the bush and 
am fascinated by everything in it; which is reflected in my work, by 
incorporating such things as cicadas, shells, carved dragonflies and plant 
designs. I am enthralled by the diverse range of effects that can be achieved in 
ceramics and also enjoy experimenting with Raku and Woodfiring.

My main influences are old Japanese and Korean ceramics, the beautiful 
simple shapes of Lucie Rie pots, the writings of Bernard Leach and the 
Australian environment. 

I love pure, simple shapes, the clarity and depth of celadon glazes and the 
earthy texture of shino glazes.
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Margaret Turton:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Ecologist
Art Form:    Ceramics
Portrait inspired by:  Polona Hunter



I am passionate about chocolate and expressing myself though this creative 
medium as a culinary artform, which I work with in some way, every day. 

If I don’t actually have my hands in chocolate, I’m reading or writing about it, 
sourcing ingredients, judging, teaching, learning, or tasting it. 

I love every part of the process, from exploring Central American jungles for 
rare cacao beans to experimenting in our production laboratory.

The pursuit of extraordinary chocolate has taken me all over the world; 
training in Paris at Lenotre, Cordon Bleu, the Ritz Hotel and the Professional 
Salon du Chocolat and studying chocolate sculpting in Chicago after winning 
the Australian Chocolate Dessert Competition.

I love how our beautiful chocolate creations have contributed to our 
community, from satisfied smiling faces to large amounts of funds raised 
through chocolate donations and sculptures I’ve created.

Of note though, is that I’m also greedy, which has been an asset in this 
profession and probably how I got started, really. I’ve learnt to be slightly 
more discerning as I mature.
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Jodie Van Der Velden:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Managing Director - Josophan’s Fine Chocolates
Art Form:    Chocolatier
Portrait inspired by:  David Hodgekiss



I achieved a Diploma in Commercial Art at St Georges Tech and subsequently 
studied for a BA in Fine Arts.  I have been fortunate to  exhibit in several 
Paddington Galleries and the Old Block Factory in Sydney and my works have 
also been displayed internationally.

I am currently working on a painting titled ‘Peace, Harmony and Cultural 
Connections’ for a touring exhibition in the Middle East which will be 
travelling through 7 countries from the end of May.

I started Leadlighting in 1983 at night classes and fell in love with the 
beautiful colours of glass.  I subsequently did many courses and was taught by 
a wonderful Artisan at Studio 25 in Kingswood.

I then started working and teaching at Blaxland and Katoomba and am 
pleased to have passed on my knowledge to many people over the last 30 
years.

Even though leadlighting is not as popular as it once was, I still love working 
with glass and enjoy working on the odd repair and commissions.
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Beverley-Ann Webster:  Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:    Teacher
Art Form:     Leadlight Artist
Portrait inspired by:   Gerlinde Thomas



Norman Yeend began his career as a model maker/animator at Yoram Gross 
Film Studios, further honing his skills at Mirage FX, then Australia's largest 
special effects company.

He has worked across a range of programs including children's television 
series such as 'Oscar & Friends', music videos for 'Neil & Tim Finn', 'Hoodoo 
Gurus' and 'Alice in Chains', etc. and feature films such as 'The Time 
Guardian' and  '$9.99'. More recently, Norman worked on several computer 
animation documentaries including the ABC’s 'Crude', and 'The Dinosaur 
Code' for The Discovery Channel in the U.S.

In 1993 he co-wrote, directed and animated the AFI nominated documentary, 
'Muttaburasaurus: Life in Gondwana'.

Since 1995 Norman has directed numerous commercials for television, 
winning many awards along the way, including a Silver Lion in Cannes, Silver 
Clio in NY and a number of awards domestically.

In 2012, Norman's short stop-motion film, 'Getting aHead' won, not only Best 
Film, but also the Best Craft Award in the Sydney Opera House Graphics 
Animation Festival.

Currently, Norman has several children’s animated television series and 
feature films in development.
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Norman Yeend:   Oil on Canvas 
Occupation:   Animation director
Art Form:    Animator (stop-motion) Model-maker, Writer
Portrait inspired by:  Anne Bowman


